
Visidec focus | single arm accessory

For dual screen applications, this elegant polished aluminum accessory arm easily 
upgrades the single VF-AT to support a second monitor. Creating a highly ergonomic 
workspace, this strong yet sleek design provides the user with superior control over 
screen position. With the 2 arms independently adjustable, the additional arm can 
be tilted by 70° up and down panned through 180°. This allows applications in 
either landscape or portrait, no matter the desired position of the other screen.  
Holding monitors of up to 17.5lbs (8kg), the arm suits two different VESA mounting 
hole patterns: 75 x 75mm or 100 x 100mm   

Product key features:
 Offers a wide range of movement via 3 pivot points
 360° rotation around pole
 Adjustable tilt: 70° up and 70° down
 Adjustable pan: 90° left and right, total 180°
 Portrait to landscape rotation
 Arm maximum reach: 413mm (16.25”)
 Internal cable management 
 Comes with all mounting hardware

Mounting hole pattern: 
fom 75mm to 75mm wide
from 100mm to 100mm high

VF-AT-AA
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Fits most displays from 12" to 24"
Maximum weight carrying capacity:
8kg (17.5lbs)       

Sleek & 
contemporary 

design
Easily upgrades the Visidec Focus 
Single (VF-AT) into a dual display 

configuration

Easily upgrades the Visidec Focus 
Notebook Stand (VF-AT-NP) to monitor 

& notbook combination

Offers a wide range of 
movement via three pivot 

points

360° rotation 
around the pold

Tool-less height 
adjustment of your 

displayGenerous tilt of 70° 
up & 70° down; 

180° pan
Portrait to 

landscape rotation



Product information, single unit

Package information, master pack

Package information, single unit

Technical drawings

Load capacity Material Color

Polished8kg (17.5lbs) Aluminum

Size Ship weight UPC code Contents

All hardware required for
installation supplied88149300564827.3cm x 14cm x 7cm

(10.75" x 5.5" x 2.75") 0.8kg (2lbs)

Size Ship weight UPC Units per master pack

1088149300565530.5cm x 29.2cm x 36.2cm
(12" x 11.5" x 14.25") 8.73kg (19.2lbs)
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150mm (5.90”) 195mm (7.68”)68mm (2.68”)

413mm (16.26”)




